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Common natures of finite modes in Spinoza’s *Ethics*
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**Abstract:** This paper revisits the question of the ontological status of universals in Spinoza’s *Ethics*. Specifically, it re-examines its position on common natures of finite modes. I first show that while it clearly teaches that only individuals ultimately exist and that universals are mere mental constructs, it nevertheless also posits the mind-independent existence of common natures of finite modes. I then reconcile these seemingly contradictory elements, arguing that common natures of finite modes are in themselves mere “formal essences”, devoid of all being and neither individual nor universal (universality being something they acquire only in the mind), and that they take on existence in individuated form as real metaphysical constituents of the “actual essences” of singular things.
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1. Introduction

Spinoza’s position in the *Ethics* on the ontological status of universals in general is usually taken to be nominalistic. Proponents of the nominalist reading agree that it involves the belief (1) that only individuals exist outside the mind, and thus, accordingly, (2) that universals exist only in the mind. As this paper will show, insofar as this is what it takes Spinoza’s nominalism in the *Ethics* to consist in, this reading is incontrovertible. Nevertheless, I want to argue that Spinoza’s adherence to these propositions does not preclude a belief in the mind-independent existence of natures common to
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PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT

So much of our thinking involves universals like “two”, “chair” and “love”. But what do these concepts refer to? Do universals exist outside the mind? Or are they mere mental constructs? Much is at stake in the answer to this question, especially since so many ethical theories are ultimately grounded in an alleged grasp of an allegedly real universal human nature. As this paper shows, Spinoza’s ethical theory—as conveyed in his greatest work, the *Ethics*—is no exception. More broadly, this paper begins by demonstrating that Spinoza’s *Ethics* posits the real existence of natures common to many individually existing things. And yet, as this paper shows next, the *Ethics* also clearly teaches that only individual things exist and that universals have no mind-independent existence. Is the *Ethics* incoherent? This paper argues that these seemingly divergent strands can be reconciled, thus salvaging the consistency of this most systematic of philosophical works.
many finite individuals as metaphysical constituents of their being.\(^3\) Spinoza's position in the *Ethics* on the ontological status of ‘universals’—or, more precisely, of common natures of finite modes—is thus, I will show, a form of realism attenuated by significant nominalist elements.\(^4\)

However, it is commonly argued that Spinoza's stance on universals in the *Ethics* is purely nominalistic.\(^5\) As an antidote to this reading, Part I of this paper will examine the evidence in the *Ethics* supporting the view that Spinoza believed in the real existence of common natures of finite modes. This evidence deserves a fresh look since its most important aspects have been overlooked: for example, the fact that these common natures do not in themselves involve existence and are neither particular nor universal. In Part II, I will address the passages in the *Ethics* that seem to militate against any realist reading and thus to speak in favour of a purely nominalist reading. In Part III, I will demonstrate how his brand of realism can incorporate the nominalist elements mentioned above without falling into inconsistency by delineating with more precision the nature of his realism with respect to common natures of finite modes. This will involve demonstrating how common natures of finite modes only acquire actual existence in and through actually existing finite individuals as one of their real metaphysical constituents, or, rather, insofar as finite individuals are these common natures in individuated form.\(^6\)

2. Part I: realist elements

A good place to start is IP8S2—specifically, its demonstration that there is only one substance of the same nature.\(^7\) It begins by postulating that “the true definition of each thing neither involves nor expresses anything except the nature of the thing defined”. In themselves and in their most fundamental form, the natures of the infinitely many things God produces (IP16)—that is, of all the modes of God's attributes—do not inherently involve existence, although they are capable of receiving it from, and thus being actualized by, an external source. Hence, since the definition of each thing captures its nature only, the definitions of the infinitely many things that God engenders do not involve existence either.

The proof we are following in IP8S2 next takes as given that “no definition”—and hence no nature—“involves or expresses any certain number of individuals”. Spinoza gives an example: “the definition of the triangle” and hence “the simple nature of the triangle” do not involve “any certain number of triangles”. Clearly, by “individual” here Spinoza means something incapable of multiple instantiations or being common to many. He also clearly thinks that even if it does not of itself involve a certain number of triangles, “triangularity” can be common to many individual triangles. Hence, not only does it not involve only one instantiation of itself, it is not itself individual. For if it were, there could not be many triangles. Triangularity is the example Spinoza uses for all natures, but it should only be concluded that the nature of modes is not inherently individual because since God's nature is “unique” (IP14C1), and he exists necessarily (IP11), he must be individual by his very essence. But neither, I want to argue, is the nature of any mode inherently universal.

Spinoza nowhere formally defines universality. But he comes close. In IIP49S, he says that “the universal” is that which “is said equally of one, a great many, or infinitely many individuals”. And his other efforts to explain what he means by calling something universal agree with this account.\(^8\) If universality amounts to predicability of many, and the natures of created things do not involve any number of instantiations of themselves—that is, things of which they can be predicicated—then they cannot be intrinsically universal. Moreover, only concepts and the words denoting them are predicatable of many. The natures of created things—which Spinoza gives no indication in IP8S2 of thinking are mere mental beings—are not in themselves predicatable in this way. Hence, they are not intrinsically universal. The natures of modes do not inherently involve existence, and are in themselves neither individual nor universal.\(^9\)

Spinoza's next step in IP8S2 is to add two further postulates: (1) for each existing thing there must be a cause that accounts for its existence and (2) this cause must either be part of its very nature or external to it. So if many individuals of the same nature exist, there must be a cause “why those
individuals” exist. This cause cannot be the nature those individuals share, for such common natures do not involve any definite number of individuals possessing them. The cause of the existence of individuals of the same nature must be external to the nature they hold in common. To illustrate, Spinoza says that if 20 men are supposed to exist, their existence as individuals cannot be explained through “human nature in general”. This is because the latter is neither particular nor universal, and does not encompass any specific number of human beings. The cause of the existence of particular human beings, qua particular, must be sought outside the general nature they share in common.

By following the proof this far, we have established three things: (1) the natures of modes do not involve existence; (2) they also involve neither particularity nor universality; and (3) actually existing finite individuals can possess one and the same nature in common. A distinction is therefore to be made between (A) the commonality of natures finite individuals can share, which certainly appears to be something real, and (B) the universality of such natures, which is something they can only acquire when a mind recognizes that the concept it has formed of them is predicatable of many.

That finite individuals can possess the same nature is confirmed throughout the Ethics. In IP17S, Spinoza demonstrates that if God were endowed with an intellect and will, these would differ toto coelo from our intellect and will. What matters is the principle upon which the demonstration of this is based and the gloss Spinoza provides of it. The principle is that “what is caused differs from its cause precisely in what it has from the cause”. As a gloss, Spinoza adds:

E.g. a man is the cause of the existence of another man, but not of his essence, for the latter is an eternal truth. Hence, they can agree entirely (prorsus convenire) according to their essence. But in existing they must differ. And for that reason, if the existence of one perishes, the other’s existence will not thereby perish. But if the essence of one could be destroyed, and become false, the other’s essence would also be destroyed.

This is further proof that many finite individuals—“e.g.” many individual “men”—can “agree entirely”, possessing one and the same essence in common. It might be argued that the sameness in essence between finite individuals evoked here is just a resemblance between individuals that have nothing in common in themselves. It might thus be alleged that the commonality apparently involved here is merely a mental construct formed on the basis of mere resemblances—not something mind independent. But such a reading would fall afoul of the unequivocal assertion in this passage that the destruction of the essence that constitutes the being of one human being, qua human, ipso facto amounts to the destruction of the essence that constitutes the being of all other human beings qua human. If the essence that constitutes the being of X were merely to resemble the essence of Y without actually being the same as it—that is, ontologically identical—then the destruction of the essence of X would not necessarily and ipso facto imply the destruction of the essence of Y.

Spinoza’s realism regarding common natures of finite modes can be gathered from the proof of IVP30. What is more, this proof also: (1) drives home the fact that the nature common to two or more finite modes is ontologically identical in them and (2) makes plain that we are to take this ontological identity in the most radical sense possible. IVP30 argues that: “no thing can be evil through what it has in common with our nature (...).” A thing is evil if it “diminishes or restrains our power of acting”—that is, if it hinders our drive to be and give rise to all those effects that follow from our nature. Spinoza continues: “if a thing were evil for us through what it has in common with us, then the thing could diminish or restrain what it has in common with us”. But since “no thing can be destroyed except through an external cause” (IIIP4), this is absurd. Hence, a thing cannot be harmful to us through what it has in common with us. The reference to IIIP4, which argues that nothing is self-destructive because no essence is self-contradictory, shows that the reason Spinoza thinks nothing can harm us through what it has in common with our nature is that if this were not the case, both the thing itself and we ourselves would be self-destructive (with respect to that which we have in common). As D. Steinberg has pointed out, this argument does not work if essential trait X in A is taken to be merely similar to essential trait X in B, such that in reality these traits are not
absolutely the same and we are not really dealing with one essential trait shared by two things at all (the commonality merely being a mental construct based on similarity exhibited by two distinct and radically individual traits). For if X in A were merely similar to X in B, but not actually the same, it would not follow from A harming B in virtue of being X that both A and B would be self-destructive qua X. Nor does the reasoning hold if X in A and X in B are distinct instances of some one trait, X-ness. For if this were the case, it still would not follow from A harming B in virtue of their both being X that A and B would be self-destructive because X in A would not be absolutely the same as X in B (they would be numerically distinct instances of X-ness).

IVP30 has yielded further confirmation of the real existence of common natures of finite modes—or, at the very least, of common traits to their natures. It has also shown that such common natures or essential traits are shared by the finite individuals they are common to without being separately instantiated in them. IVP36, which draws upon much of the material just examined, shows that individual human beings share a common nature. It thus offers further testimony to Spinoza’s realism regarding common natures of finite modes. But it cannot be understood without a grasp of the propositions from parts III and IV of the Ethics upon which it also builds.

To Spinoza, each thing strives, in virtue of its essence, to be the thing it is as determined by that essence (IIIP6 and P7). In other words, the essence of each thing is, inherently, a drive to maximally express itself. A thing is virtuous, and thus free (ID7; IVP66S) and happy (IVP18S), to the extent that it has the power to act (IIID2) or give rise to effects that can be understood to follow from its nature alone (IVD8). Whatever aids our striving to be, act and persevere in being—that is, whatever increases our virtue, power, freedom and thus happiness—is good (IVD1). Whatever does the opposite is evil (IVD2). Now, by IIIP3, human beings only act insofar as they are rational or have adequate ideas.15 To understand adequately is the only thing we can strive for insofar as we are rational and in the certainty that it is good. God is the highest and, indeed, only object of knowledge since he is the absolutely infinite being of which all things are the merely immanent self-production (IP15 and P18). All things must therefore be thought through him. Thus, knowledge of anything not only involves, but amounts to, knowledge of God. Hence, since adequate knowledge is the highest human good, and all adequate knowledge is ultimately knowledge of God, the latter is the highest human good.

We can now understand the argument of IVP36 and its scholium. IVP36 demonstrates that the highest human good—knowledge of God—is common to all. The demonstration works on the basis of the facts that the highest human good is the knowledge of God, and the human mind as such “has an adequate knowledge of God’s eternal and infinite essence” (IIP47). This last proposition can be made intelligible as follows. The most common trait shared by extended things is the attribute of extension itself. Likewise, all particular thoughts or minds involve the attribute of thought. And because all particular bodies, for example, involve the attribute of extension itself, it cannot but be conceived adequately (IIP38) by “all men” (IIP38C). Attributes are different ways in which God’s absolutely infinite essence can be expressed. Hence, they constitute God’s essence. And thus adequate knowledge of the attributes of extension and thought being “common to all men” means that an adequate knowledge of God is “a good that is common to all men, and can be possessed equally by all men insofar as they are of the same nature”. The commonality of the highest good for humans is thus implied to follow from the commonality of their nature. The latter, furthermore, is implied to be reason in the broad sense of a power for developing adequate ideas. For it is only on the basis of such a power that we can develop adequate ideas.

This is all made even clearer in the scholium to P36. It explains that the highest human good is necessarily common because:

(….) it is deduced from the very essence of man, insofar as [that essence] is defined by reason, and because man could neither be nor be conceived if he did not have the power to enjoy this greatest good. For it pertains to the essence of the human mind (by IIP47) to have an adequate knowledge of God’s eternal and infinite essence.
The proof that the highest human good is common to all humans works by drawing attention to the fact that this good is deduced from the human essence, and then asserting, on this basis, that humans, as such, can neither be nor be conceived without the ability to enjoy this good to some extent. Clearly, it is taken for granted here that human nature or the capacity to form adequate ideas—which all involve an adequate knowledge God, our highest good—is something common to all individual human beings.\textsuperscript{19}

3. Part II: nominalist elements

I have established that: (1) common natures of finite modes are real; (2) they are not just mental constructs formed through a process of abstraction on the basis of mere resemblances between things that in themselves have nothing in common; (3) they cannot be instantiated by multiple individuals, although multiple individuals can agree in them; (4) they do not have being in themselves; and (5) they are in themselves neither particular nor universal. I must now examine the evidence in the \textit{Ethics} in favour of the purely nominalist reading. This evidence will show Spinoza subscribed to two fundamental nominalist propositions: namely, (1) that only individuals exist and (2) that universals are mere beings of thought. But it is possible to reconcile this evidence with Spinoza’s demonstrated belief in the real existence of common natures of finite modes. This reconciliation will require that I spell out with greater precision in Part III the ontological status of such common natures. Most notably, I will have to elucidate what it means for the common natures of finite things not to have any being in themselves. In so doing, I will show how such natures only come to exist in being individuated—that is, insofar as they are “constituted” or made fully determinate by the individuals whose being they themselves partially make up.\textsuperscript{20}

The list of passages in the \textit{Ethics} that seem to imply that individuals alone exist and that, consequently, universals are only mental beings is long. Most notably, it includes: IID2, IIPP11–13, IIPP40S1, IIPP48–49 and IIIPP56–57.

The definition Spinoza puts forward of what “belongs” to (IID2) or “constitutes” (IIP10S) the essence of something is commonly taken to exclude the possibility of the real existence of common essences.\textsuperscript{21} The first part of the definition can be paraphrased as follows:

If \(X\) belongs to or constitutes the essence of some thing, \(Y\), then if \(X\) exists, \(Y\) must also exist. On the other hand, if \(X\) does not exist, then \textit{ipso facto} neither does \(Y\). This is to say that \(X\) belongs to or constitutes the essence of \(Y\) if and only if \(Y\) can neither be nor be conceived without \(X\).

This first part alone seems to exclude the possibility of common essences. For it says the real existence of a given common essence would entail the existence of all its possible instantiations—a patent absurdity. The essences of singular things must themselves be singular. Spinoza adds a second part to his definition that makes the logical and causal relation between \(X\) and \(Y\) one of mutual implication, such that if \(X\) truly belongs to the essence of a thing, \(Y\), then it is also true that \(X\) can neither be nor be conceived without the thing, \(Y\), it constitutes the essence of. This too seems fatal to the belief in common natures. For it seems to imply that, were they to exist, the being and conceivability of common essences would depend upon the existence of each and every one of the things that share it. And this is absurd.

Propositions 11 through 13 of part II address the issue of that which belongs to or constitutes the “essence of man” insofar as he is a mode of the attribute of thought (“mind”). In proposition 11, Spinoza argues that the “first thing” that constitutes the “essence” or “actual being” of the mind is “nothing but the idea of a singular thing that actually exists”. In proposition 13, it turns out that this “singular thing that actually exists”, the idea of which constitutes the essence of the actually existing human mind, is the human body. The latter is singular in Spinoza’s sense of being finite or a “certain and determinate” mode. But singularity in this technical sense involves singularity in the broader, scholastic sense of an incapacity for multiple instantiations. This is part of what it means for
finite modes, as such, to be “certain and determinate”: their essence or actual being, in being individual or incapable of being shared by many, is fully determinate. P13S tells us that what has been said in PP11–13 regarding humans is “completely general and [does] not pertain more to man than to other Individuals (…)”. Hence, we may conclude that what ultimately constitutes the essence or actual being of any finite thing qua mode of the attribute of thought is singular, not common. Indeed, given Spinoza’s doctrine of the parallelism of modes between each attribute (IIP7), the same must be said for finite modes within all attributes. And this appears to rule out the existence of common natures—or at least of natures that would be common to finite modes and constitutive of their actual being.

In IIPP48–49, Spinoza explains how the notions of absolute faculties of willing, understanding and so on are “either complete fictions or nothing but metaphysical beings, or universals, which we are used to forming from particulars”, and which are “not distinguished from the singulars from which we form them”. In reality, there are only “singular volitions”, from the ideas of which we form the abstract notion of an indeterminate will-in-general, just as we form the abstract notion of a universal “stone-nature” from our ideas of “this or that stone”, or that of “humanity” from our ideas of “Peter or Paul”. The implication seems to be that only individual things truly exist, while our concepts of general classes to which these might belong are precisely that: nothing more than mental constructs.22

4. Part III: synthesis of the realist and nominalist elements

The evidence presented in Part II strongly suggests that: (1) essences (outside the mind) are ultimately singular; (2) it is ultimately only individual things that actually exist; and thus (3) universals do not exist in reality, but only in the mind.23 But then what is to be made of the abundant evidence in the Ethics in favour of the existence of common natures of finite modes? How are these two apparently conflicting strands to be reconciled? Some would say they cannot be.24 Others would reconcile them by dismissing the passages that posit or presuppose the real existence of common natures of finite modes as either unintended “loose speaking” or—when they figure in Spinoza’s ethical doctrine—deliberate recourse to edifying fiction.25 In what follows, I will explain why I do not believe the evidence discussed in Part II excludes the possibility of mind-independent common natures of finite modes, and delineate how I think the two apparently conflicting strands can be reconciled.26

I will begin by clarifying the ontological status of common natures of finite modes in themselves, precisely insofar as they do not, in themselves, involve existence of any sort.27 To do so, I will examine what Spinoza tells us about finite modes that “do not exist”. This topic is broached in I8S2, but only really explored in the corollary and scholium to IIP8. The latter seeks to show that “the ideas of singular things, or of [finite] modes, that do not exist must be comprehended in God’s infinite idea in the same way as the formal essences of the singular things, or modes, are contained in God’s attributes”.28 This is the first mention of formal essences in the Ethics. How they differ from actual essences is vital to my theory. Here, we are told that the formal essences of nonexistent finite modes are contained in God’s attributes. In the corollary to this proposition, nonexistent singular things are said to exist “only insofar as they are comprehended in God’s attributes”. I conclude that nonexistent finite modes exist only insofar as their formal essences are enveloped in God’s attributes. Insofar as this is the case, their ideas have no real existence as determinate ideas distinguishable from the ideas of all other singular things. Indeed, they “do not exist” apart from the existence in God’s infinite intellect of the idea of the attribute of which these nonexistent modes are modes. In sum, nonexistent finite modes exist only as formal essences—that is, mere unexpressed possibilities of being—completely enfolded within their corresponding attributes and the ideas of those attributes.29

I take IIP8 with its corollary and scholium to establish that: (1) the formal essences of all singular things or finite modes are comprehended in God’s attributes and (2) these formal essences have no being of their own, but exist only as possibilities of being merely implicit (implicata) in their respective attributes and the ideas of these attributes in the infinite intellect.30 I think it very plausible to
suggest that when Spinoza says the essences of finite modes do not involve existence in themselves and in their most fundamental form, he is referring to formal essences, which do not have being in themselves, and in themselves only exist enveloped in God’s attributes and the ideas of these attributes in the infinite intellect. I have shown that common essences of finite modes have real, mind-independent existence, but that in themselves they do not have existence. We now begin to see what this means: they are formal essences.31

Devoid of any being in themselves, formal essences are also devoid of any inherent striving to act or persevere in being. IP24 informs us that “the essence of things produced by God does not involve existence”. To Spinoza, “it follows” from this that God is the cause both of things coming to exist and of their “persevering in being”. Modes neither exist nor persevere in being in virtue of what they are in themselves and in their most fundamental form—that is, according to their formal essences. Only God exists in virtue of his essence (IP11), which means that only God is, in virtue of his own infinite essence, an infinite power of self-expression (IP34). Modes ultimately receive their being from God, and are only thus immanent expressions of God’s inherent and infinite being or self-productive power (IP18; IP25S)—actually existing finite modes being merely partial expressions of this infinite self-affirming power. Once their formal essence has received being from an external source (ultimately: God), modes actually exist and strive to remain in being as the kinds of things they are. Thus, Spinoza chooses his words very carefully when, in IIIP7, he explains that it is the “actual essence (actualis essentia)” of each existing thing that is inherently an active striving to “persevere in being” as the thing it is.32

The formal essences of finite modes are actualized, and thus become “actual essences”, when the “common order of nature”—the infinite chain of finite causes (IP28)—brings about the conditions required for the actual existence of finite modes with such formal essences. We have seen that all actually existing things are ultimately individual. As the essences of actually existing things, actual essences must therefore be individual; they constitute the being of individuals precisely as the individuals they are.33 But we have also seen that formal essences can be common to finite modes, and that these common essences are “in” finite individuals as metaphysical constituents of their being. Their presence in actually existing individuals is what accounts for the fact that actually existing individuals can, despite their being individuals, nevertheless have certain essential traits in common. But formal essences do not, in themselves, have any being. My suggestion is that actual essences represent, or at the very least involve, the actualization of formal essences. To actually exist is to be individual. Hence, the actualization of formal essences that are common will involve their individuation. Actual essences of finite modes thus are, or involve, common formal essences of finite modes in individuated form. Common formal essences are “in” the actual essences of finite modes, but in fully determinate form. For example, “triangularity” is “in” a particular isosceles triangle—this is what makes the latter a triangle—but in completely determinate form, having taken on these dimensions, these angles and so forth.34

Admittedly, this is a somewhat speculative suggestion. But I think it is borne out by the text of the Ethics, and that it allows us to read it as presenting one consistent teaching on the ontological status of the “universals” (loosely speaking) that form the essence of finite modes. More precisely, and using the language of the Ethics, my suggestion is that the actual essence of a finite mode involves a common formal essence that has been “constituted”—that is, made “certain and determinate”—by being “given” or made to exist by the causal order of nature.

If the definition of what “belongs to” or “constitutes” the essence of something at IID2 seems to make essences individual by making the logical and causal relationship between essences and the individual things whose essences they are one of mutual implication, this is because what Spinoza is defining in giving a definition of that which “constitutes the essence of a thing” (IIP10S) is the actual essence of a thing, which constitutes—in the sense of being the actualization and thus individuation of—the common formal essence of that thing.36 The actual essence of a finite mode is always individual, and represents or involves the constitution—that is, individuation or complete
determination—of a common formal essence. Thus, what IID2 tells us is that if something constitutes the formal essence of a thing—that is, is an actual essence—then its being given implies the existence of the thing of which it is the actual essence. And, vice versa, the existence of the thing entails the existence of its actual essence, for the two are really the same thing.37

This suggestion allows us to see, for example, how propositions 11 through 13 of part II are compatible with the real existence of common (formal) essences of finite modes. Proposition 11 demonstrates that the “first thing that constitutes the actual being” of our mind—which I take to be synonymous with our mind’s “actual essence”—is the idea of a “singular thing that actually exists”. Here, “constitutes” merely means “makes up” or what the actual being of our mind consists in. Proposition 13 specifies that the idea the actual being of our mind consists in is the idea of our actually existing body. Its scholium adds that what has been established for human beings in these propositions is true of all finite modes. As we saw earlier, we can thus infer that insofar as we and all other finite things exist, we and all other finite things are necessarily individual. But these propositions do not rule out the reality of common (formal) essences of finite modes. Thus, the demonstration to proposition 11 begins with the fact that the “essence of man (by P10C) is constituted by certain modes of God’s attributes”—for example, since “man thinks” (IIA2), by “modes of thinking”. This is ambiguous. It can be taken to mean that the actual essence or being of man consists in certain modifications of God’s attributes. But it can also be taken to mean that the common (formal) essence of man is “constituted” in the technical sense of being actualized—and thus individuated or made fully determinate—in and through the actual existence of certain modes of God’s attributes produced by the common order of nature. This last reading gains credence by the reference to P10C, in which it is first shown that “the essence of man is constituted by certain modifications of God’s attributes”. This corollary directly follows from P10, the scholium to which makes clear that the “essence of man” is something that is common to many individual human beings. As such, it is, in itself, a formal essence, although it can be a component, in individuated form, of the actual essence of individual human beings.

More convincing still is how cleanly my suggestion enables us to reconcile the demonstrated existence of common (formal) essences of finite modes—among others, a common human nature—with the fact that there is “no small difference” to Spinoza between the essences of a drunkard and a philosopher. The latter is something that follows from Spinoza’s account in IIIIP57S of how there is “no small difference” between their respective affects of joy.38 For, as IIIIP57 explains, if “desire is the very nature, or essence, of each [thing]” insofar as that essence is “constituted” in some way such as to manifest itself as a determinate striving to be and act, and “joy and sadness”—as well as the countless other affects founded in them—are merely this desire itself insofar as it is “increased or diminished, aided or restrained” (IIIIP55), then “each affect of each individual differs from the affect of another as much as the essence of the one from the essence of the other” (IIIIP57). But what must be kept in mind is that the desire of each individual human being—which involves a striving to act and persevere in being—is not the same thing as our common formal essence, even though it involves or expresses itself in individuated form. For, as we have seen, the formal essence that is common to us qua human does not inherently involve such a striving. Desire is the same thing as our actual essence, which does inherently involve a striving to act and persevere in being, and involves our common formal essence, only in individuated form. Thus, Spinoza’s definition of desire should be understood to mean: “desire is man’s very [formal] essence, insofar as it [that is, our common formal essence] is conceived to be determined, from any given affection of it”—or, as Spinoza also puts it, “through some constitution of itself” (III Def. Affs. I).

Hence, it would be more precise to say, on the basis of IIIIP57S, that there is “no small difference” between the actual essences of a drunkard and a philosopher. But this does not mean that there is nothing common in their actual essences—that is, that they do not share a common essence qua human. After all, just before making his comment about the difference between the affects of joy of a drunkard and those of a philosopher, Spinoza explains that it follows from the fact that the affects of individuals differ to the degree that their essences differ (IIIIP57) that “the affects of the animals
which are called irrational (…) differ from men’s affects as much as their nature differs from human nature”—a statement within this very scholium that strongly suggests the existence of a common nature, namely, the capacity for reason, which distinguishes all individual humans, as such, from the “lower animals (bruta)”. So the fact that the actual essences of the drunkard and philosopher differ greatly must mean that while they share a common essence, this common formal essence has taken on different “constitutions” in them, such as to be differently actualized—and thus determined and individuated—in them. In the philosopher, whose formal essence is constituted mainly by adequate ideas, the actual essence is, in large part, an adequate expression of the common (formal) human essence: reason or the capacity to form adequate ideas. Thus, his constitution, through which his formal essence is actualized and determined to operate, is largely a self-constitution: it flows from, or is an adequate expression of, his formal essence as actualized—and thus individuated—by the causal order of nature. The very same formal essence in the drunk has been actualized and individuated by the causal order of nature in such a way that it is largely constituted, modified, affected or determined to operate (“do something”) by external causes. Hence, in the drunkard, the common formal human essence is far less adequately expressed; he has been overwhelmed by passive affects that are ultimately disempowering, and thus the adequate expression of his common formal human essence as reason—which his actual essence must involve and therefore strive for to some extent insofar as he is human (IIP47; IVP36)—has been stunted by external causes.39

Thus, the actual essences of the drunkard and philosopher may be said to differ quite a bit, for the constitution of each individual human being will differ according to the way each is acted upon by the “common order of nature”. But these actual essences will nevertheless—albeit to varying degrees—involve the actualization, in individuated form, of the common formal essence: reason. Hence, while their actual essences may differ greatly, they do not differ in the more fundamental sense in which the essences—and hence affects—of irrational animals differ from those of humans (cf. E IIIP57S). This is why, qua human, the drunk must be thought of as having the potential to become a sage, and why it is appropriate to exhort a drunk to begin living according to the dictates of reason—that is, such that the constitution of his formal essence (namely, his actual essence) would better correspond to, or more adequately express, his common formal human essence: reason. By contrast, such exhortations are totally inappropriate with respect to the “lower animals”, which are “irrational” by their formal essences.

The fact that common traits or essences cannot “constitute the essence of any singular thing” (IIP37) does not undermine my theory. On the contrary, it is perfectly in keeping with my interpretation of Spinoza’s definition (IIP2) of what it is for something to “constitute the essence of a thing”, according to which it is always something individual. It is also congruent with my suggestion that formal essences are (or at least can be) common, and can really be in actually existing individual things as metaphysical constituents of their being, but only in individuated form. But what, more precisely, is responsible for the individuation of common (formal) essences—or, if one prefers, of finite modes having the same formal essence?40

Spinoza frequently gives the impression that what ultimately individuates the formal essences of finite modes—that is, constitutes finite individuals as the finite individuals they are—is the affections they receive through external causes (the causal order of nature). To the extent that, as mere parts of nature, we are all necessarily subject to such external determinations (IVP4), we are all necessarily individuated. On this model, what would individuate us, or our common formal essence, would be passive affections—that is, constitutions that do not stem from our common formal human nature. To cite but one piece of evidence for this: having just finished explaining in chapters VII and IX of the Appendix to part IV that humans guided by reason—that is, who act (IIP3) and are thus not constituted by external affections, but rather self-constituting—agree entirely in nature, Spinoza writes in chapter X that humans are “contrary” to each other insofar as they are moved by affects of hate. The latter are merely affects of sadness with accompanying ideas of their external causes. They are thus, by IIIP59, rooted in passive affections. Hence, humans differ from each
other—that is, do not agree in nature—to the extent they are governed by the external, causal order of nature.41 This is confirmed two paragraphs later when Spinoza writes that “men vary—there being few who live according to the rule of reason”. Clearly, the presupposition here is that men do not vary at all to the extent that they are rational or constituted by adequate ideas.

Because we are mere parts of nature and the latter is not governed by, or does not follow from, the laws of our nature alone, we are necessarily prey to disempowering passive affects. But were it ever the case, per impossibile, that our actual essences perfectly and fully expressed our common formal essence as reason or the power to develop adequate ideas, we would all be constituted by nothing but adequate ideas and know all things as God knows them (IIP32). In this way, since there is only one order of nature, and this same order is only expressed in different ways in the various attributes (IIP7S), our minds would thus come to “agree with”—that is, achieve unity with—“the order of the whole of nature” (IV App. Ch. XXXII). And this is to say that God would not have to think anything other than the actual essence of our minds in order to think both himself and this single “order of the whole of nature” (VP36). On the interpretation sketched in the preceding paragraph, according to which what individuates us are the passive affections to which we are subject insofar as we are not rational, completely rational persons would thereby become absolutely indistinguishable. They would literally constitute one and the same being.42 For the “order of the intellect”—that is, of adequate ideas that, as such, correspond to the true ontological and causal order of things as they unfold from God—“is the same in all men” (IIP18S). So insofar as we would be constituted by the exact same ideas, in the exact same order, we would all, by the principle of the identity of indiscernibles to which Spinoza must subscribe as an unwavering adherent to the principle of sufficient reason (IA3 and A4),43 become numerically one individual. On this reading, Spinoza would thus be a (theoretical) monopsychist.

This reading has the merit of cohering with the fact, which we have gathered primarily from our study of IVP30, that while common (formal) essences are really in, or real metaphysically constituent parts of, the actual essences of separate individuals, they are not separately instantiated by these individuals. Two or more things do not have a common nature in the sense that separate instances of some general nature would be in each. Common natures are common in much the same way the attribute of extension is “common” to the modes of extension: that is, in such a way that it is not numerically distinct instances of the nature that are “in” distinct, individual things, even though it is made fully determinate in each. It is ontologically one and the same nature that is in distinct, individual things, even though it is in them qua variously individuated. It remains fundamentally one and the same in these individual things because the things that individuate it remain “external” to its “inmost” being, even though it cannot be fully actualized without them.

I have suggested that in being actualized, common formal essences are individuated. How can this still be true, even in the hypothetical scenario of the absolutely rational person—that is, the person whose actual essence solely and perfectly expresses her common human formal essence (reason)? My suggestion is that perhaps there are two ways that, in coming to exist, the formal essence can be individuated. It can be individuated by being constituted by external causes—that is, by passive affections. In this case, since no two modes can be the same through the way they are constituted through passive affections, many human beings can exist. But if the external order of nature were to actualize the common formal human essence in such a way that this causal order only ever enabled this essence to express itself adequately—that is, in such a way that an absolutely rational person were actually to exist—then it would still be individuated in coming to actually exist, but in a way that would not allow there to be any more than one single human being.44 If this is not impossible, then the ideal of an absolutely rational person is not unattainable. But if it is—and IVA1 strongly suggests that Spinoza took this impossibility for granted45—perhaps the ideal of an absolutely rational person is meant to be precisely that: something that, for metaphysical reasons, cannot ever be fully realized, but only ever approximated to varying degrees.46
5. Conclusion

I will conclude with a quick look at two final passages that seem to exclude the possibility of common natures of finite modes: IIP40S1 and IIPP48–49. The first can lend the impression that all “universal notions” are inadequate ideas produced by the imagination. But IIP40S2 makes very clear that certain “universal notions” are perfectly adequate: for example, the notions that correspond to the most common aspects of things, which we have seen are adequate in the minds of all human beings. IIP40S1 does cite “Man” along with “Horse” and “Dog” as examples of inadequate universal notions grounded in the imagination. I can only suggest, in the light of everything we have seen, that what Spinoza is calling inadequate is really only a certain kind of universal conception of, for example, “man”-namely, one that is based in the imagination and taken to refer to things capable of multiple instantiations. “Common notions”, on the other hand, are formed by reason. As such, they are perfectly adequate.

IIP48 and P49 mount an attack on the notion of free will. This attack is based on a critique of the notion of an absolute faculty of will as nothing more than a “universal notion” and, thus, “being of reason”. Our mind contains “only singular volitions”. Because volition is nothing other than the affirmation or negation involved in ideas, this is to say that our mind contains only “this and that affirmation, and this and that negation” (not any will-in-general as such: that is, in indeterminate or non-individuated form). The universal notion of an indeterminate faculty of will is nothing but an abstract idea, which the mind “forms from particulars” in the same way that it forms the idea of “stone-ness” from “this or that stone”, or “man” from “Peter or Paul”. At first sight, these propositions thus seem to exclude the possibility of mind-independent common natures and properties. But in fact, what they say fits well with what I have argued in this paper. As Spinoza tells us in IIP49S, a “universal idea” is something that can be “said equally of one, a great many, or infinitely many individuals”. As we have seen, this makes it a being of reason, something that can only exist within the mind. But, as we have also seen, universality is not the same thing as commonality. The latter can be real or “in” things. A universal idea is adequate—and thus what Spinoza calls a “common notion”—if it is based on something that is really common to many things. And what Spinoza says of the universal idea of will-in-general “by which we explain singular volitions” is that it corresponds to “what is common to them all”. The “will” (in general or indeterminate form), he explains, is a universal idea that “signifies only what is common to all ideas: viz., the affirmation, whose adequate essence, therefore, insofar as it is thus conceived abstractly, must be in each idea, and in this way only must be the same in all”. Spinoza’s language is still that of a realist here: the “adequate essence”—which I take to mean formal essence—of affirmation (or negation) in general, which is what volition in general is reducible to, is here said to really be “in” each singular affirmation (or negation), and thus each volition. Spinoza adds that affirmation (or negation) is not the same in all insofar as affirmations (or negations) are what “constitute” the essence of individual ideas, “for in that regard the singular affirmations differ from one another as much as the [singular] ideas themselves do”. This is consistent with the theory I have presented in this paper, according to which common formal essences such as the indeterminate or common form of affirmation and negation can be said to be “in” or “common to” many existing things (in this case: the actual affirmations or negations that existing ideas consist in or involve), but only in individuated or “constituted” form (as ontologically constitutive parts of their actual essence or being). And it is only in this “constituted” form that affirmation or negation is what individual ideas consist in qua individual. Another way to refer to the indeterminacy of a common trait or nature is to say that it is “abstract”. Thus, accordingly, the notions that refer to such properties will be abstract. But they will not be abstract in the pejorative sense that imaginary universals are abstract because they do not correspond to anything in things and merely represent “confused” ideas of things formed on the basis of the way they affect our body (cf. IIP40S1). They will be abstract in the sense that the true and adequate knowledge of good and evil, which is derived from the adequate grasp of our common (formal) human essence, and thus applies to us qua human—that is, insofar as we have a common human nature—is said to be “abstract or universal” (IVP62S).
The adequacy of the “true knowledge of good and evil” and its derivation from an adequate conception of our common human nature should be clear on the basis of my analysis of IVP36 alone (see Part I of this paper). But I am by no means the first to argue that Spinoza’s entire account of human perfection and happiness in the Ethics is explicitly grounded in the rational grasp of a common human nature. What this paper has served to show is that, contrary to what is sometimes claimed, Spinoza did not undermine the systematic coherence of the Ethics by proceeding in this way. The “ethics of the Ethics” flows from, and does not contradict, its metaphysics.
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References
2. I will frequently use the terms “individuals”, “particulars”, and “singulars” interchangeably and in a broadly “scholastic” sense to refer to entities that are incapable of multiple instantiations. I will, however, make clear when I am using “individuals” or “singulars” with the meaning Spinoza grants these terms (which, as I will explain, includes but is more precise than the scholastic sense). It should be stressed right away that, on my reading, such common natures will turn out to have “mind-independent existence” only in a highly qualified manner. I will show that they are real ontological components of actually existing finite individuals, but that it is ultimately only in inhering—in individuated form—in actually existing finite individuals that they have full existence. They have no existence in themselves.

5. This paper will not consider how Spinoza’s stance in the Ethics on the ontological status of universals—or, more precisely, of common natures of finite modes—squres with what he has to say on the matter in other works. There are two principal reasons for this. First, in taking inspiration from Euclid and writing his Ethics “in geometric order”, Spinoza clearly thought of this work as systematically self-contained. It is thus an interesting and, in the eyes of his author himself, legitimate exercise to seek to determine its teachings in isolation from his other works. Second, I simply haven’t the space in this paper to (1) engage in the detailed study of the Ethics required to demonstrate the ultimate coherence of its doctrine on common natures of finite modes and (2) trace the connections and differences between the Ethics and his other works on this score. While this second enterprise might shed light on aspects of Spinoza’s development, it would not fundamentally alter my reading. Suffice it to say that I believe the doctrine of the Ethics on common natures of finite modes to be: (1) compatible with the little the political works have to say on the issue, and (2) quite likely irreconcilable with the early works, in which Spinoza’s thinking appears on the whole to be much more plainly nominalistic.

6. References to Spinoza’s Ethics follow the standard format: Roman numeral = Part; P = Arabic numeral = proposition number; Dem = Demonstration; S = Scholium; C = Corollary; App = Appendix. Quotations are all from the English translation by Curley in de Spinoza (1988).

7. Cf. IIP40S1 or IIP49S (GII/135,1–5).

8. In this paragraph and the last, I have been speaking broadly of the natures of modes in general. But my argument in what follows will ultimately concentrate on the natures of finite modes. What thus matters for my purposes in this paper is that it be granted that neither existence nor universality or individuality pertain inherently to the natures of finite modes.


11. Cf. Hubner (2015) (PQ2), pp. 20–30, Rice (1991), p. 300, (1994), p. 30. To Hubner, universal essences have true mental being, but not mind-independent being. They exist as adequate ideas in the mind, but track only similarities between things that in themselves do not have anything in common. This cannot be: an adequate idea is one that is true (IIP34) and thus corresponds to how things are in themselves (I46).

12. Steinberg (1984), pp. 308–310. I do not agree with what she takes it to mean for individual human beings to share a nature that is “absolutely identical” in each (see fn. 42).

13. Pace Martin (2008), p. 507; Cf. Rice (1996), p. 23. Common natures of finite modes—or traits common to the natures of finite modes—are thus all like the characteristic finite modes of the same attribute hold in common, simply in virtue of being modes of that attribute. Attributes are “unique” and “indivisible” (IP15S). Hence, while they are common to all of their modes, they cannot be distinctly instantiated by them; the entire nature of the attribute must be present in all of its modes (Idem.; see Steinberg, 1984, p. 309).
15. That is, ideas of things God has purely “insofar as he constitutes the essence of the human mind” (IIP11C).
16. The same must be said, for the same reasons (mutatis mutandis), about the attribute of thought.
19. A host of other passages bear witness to Spinoza’s realism regarding a common human nature: e.g. IIP10S; IVP3S Dern.; and IV App., VII and IX.
20. In other words, what I wish to argue is that while common natures of finite modes are real components of actually existing individual things, and thus the purely nominalistic reading is as infinite, nevertheless be regarded as eschewing full-fledged Platonistic realism because the common natures of finite modes only have actual existence insofar as they inhere, in individualized form, in actually existing individual things. He thus charts a middle course between extreme realism and extreme nominalism with respect to the ontological status of common natures of finite modes.
22. Such a conclusion would seem to be corroborated by IIP40S1. Part III of this paper will show how this and the other passages cited at the outset of Part II harmonize with a realist reading.
26. Martin (2008) also believes such a reconciliation is possible. Our solutions both hinge upon the distinction between formal and actual essences. However, our conceptions of the natures of and relations between these essences differ sharply. This makes the affinities between our solutions superficial.
27. See pages 2 and 3 above.
28. IID7 justifies the interpolation of “finite”.
29. Spinoza tries to make the status of formal essences clearer in IIP8S with a twofold analogy: (1) between the infinity of nonexistent rectangles that can be formed from intersecting segments of the circle and that, before being traced, exist only insofar as they are unactualized potentialities of the circle, and the infinity of nonexistent finite modes, which really have no existence, but may be said to be “possible” ways in which their respective attributes can be expressed; (2) between the ideas of nonexistent rectangles that are merely implicit in the actual idea of the circle, and the ideas of nonexistent finite modes that are merely implicit in the actual idea of their respective attributes. For different accounts, see Martin (2008), pp. 498–499 and Schmaltz (1997), p. 217.
34. Martin (2008), pp. 500–504 regards formal essences as existing separately from—and never as an “element” of the actual essences of (cf. Sangiacomo (2013), p. 94)—the singular things merely “exemplifying” them (p. 504) whereas Martin regards them as infinite intermediate modes. But, as Donagan suggests (1988), p. 195, the fact that formal essences have no being in themselves means they cannot be infinite modes of any kind. Pace Nadler, 2012, pp. 228–234; Friedman, 1978, pp. 89–90; Gueroult, 1968, Vol. I, pp. 321–322; Schmaltz, 1997, p. 216; Ward, 2011, p. 32). For infinite and eternal modes, as such—and not qua formal essences of these modes—are actual essences that involve infinite and eternal existence. Hence, Martin is guilty of doing what he accuses Donagan of doing (2000, fn. 21): viz., confusing formal and actual essences. The same reasoning, mutatis mutandis, serves to demonstrate that formal essences cannot be finite modes. The basic problem with Martin’s reading is to assume, on the basis of IDS, that formal essences are modes. By IDS, a mode is something that exists “in another through which it is also conceived” and by IP29S, it is something that is produced by God. Granted, Spinoza says that formal essences “exist” insofar as they are comprehended in their respective attributes. But Spinoza’s point is that they have no existence at all beyond being merely implicit in (i.e. not “yet” distinguishable from) their respective attributes as possible ways in which the attributes can be expressed. They are thus a “part of” not “with” within the self-subsistent being of the attributes—in which this being belonging to the attributes can be expressed.
My intention in this paper is to outline a solution to the apparent tension between realist and nominalist strands in the Ethics with respect to the essences of finite modes. A complete account of my proposed solution would require a thorough study of Spinoza’s infinite modes—one I cannot undertake here. I want nevertheless to sketch what such an account involving the infinite modes would look like. This sketch will make clear why a more detailed account is not necessary for the more general—and thus somewhat simplified—account I am giving in the body of this paper to be both intelligible and tenable.
Loosely following Gueroult (1968), Vol I, pp. 313–322 and Giangotti (1991), I take the infinite immediate mode of thought to be the part of the infinite intellect that
contains both the formal essences of all things implicitly and indistinctly within its idea of all of the divine attributes (including thought), and these very same formal essences in a first, partially actualized state as the actually existing ideas of these formal essences conceived distinctly as “following from” God’s attributes. I take the corresponding infinite immediate mode of extension to be motion-and-rest and to contain—again in a first, partially actualized state—the formal (bodily) essences that in themselves are merely implicit in the attribute of extension, as the actually existing laws of the natures of (extended) things. Crucially, I say that in themselves the things the infinite immediate modes comprise are only in “a first, partially actualized state” because such things as motion-and-rest tout court or the laws of the natures of things are common, and therefore in need of individuation to truly exist. They are only fully actualized when they figure, in individual form, as metaphysically constitutive parts of fully determinate individual things. This is where the infinite mediate modes come in. Still loosely following Gueroult and Giancotti (1991), pp. 106–107, I take the infinite mediate mode of extension to be the totality of the infinite system of finite modes—that is, fully determinate, individuated and thus actualized individuals at various levels of complexity—in their various states and causal relations existing “simultaneously” in an eternal present. I take the corresponding infinite mediate mode of thought to be the part of the infinite intellect that is merely the idea of this infinite totality of finite modes in their various states and causal relations existing “all at once” in an eternal present. This second part grasps motion-and-rest and the laws of the natures of things that are embedded in it as these are involved, in fully individuated form, “in” finite modes, and as they govern their determinate causal interactions. In other words, it knows them in their fully actualized—and thus individuated—states as (parts of) the actual essences of things. The separation of the infinite modes into immediate and mediate is thus somewhat artificial, on my view, and must not be conceived in a rigidly dichotomous way, for they only truly exist as two facets of one actually existing thing: the total system of natura naturata. Thus, in a complete and more detailed account of my theory, I would say that formal essences exist “in” the actual essences of existing finite modes, but as what one might call the “partial actual essences” that make up the infinite immediate modes, and which themselves only truly exist when involved or expressed, in individuated form, in the actual essences of the existing individual finite modes that together make up the infinite mediate modes.

35. IIP10S shows that whatever “belongs to” the essence of something “constitutes the essence of” that thing.


38. Affects are affections of the body, as well as the ideas thereof, which either aid or hinder the body’s drive to be or act (and thus also the mind’s striving for the same). Joy reflects an empowering affection.


42. Cf. Crane and Sandler (2005), p. 194, Haserot (1950), p. 489, and Matheron (1988), p. 155. My claim is consistent with Steinberg’s initial conclusion that insofar as humans share a common essence, they are “absolutely identical” (1984), p. 309. But it does not accord with her elucidation of this conclusion, according to which individual humans—qua human—are discrete and differentiated parts of a larger whole (“humanity”) that they are regulated by their essence to serve. Rice (1991), pp. 295–301 thinks that criticizing Steinberg’s elucidation undermines her initial conclusion via modus tollens. This is wrong because her elucidation does not follow from, but rather contradicts, her initial conclusion.


44. Just as there can only be one order of nature, the whole of which constitutes a single Individual (IIL7S after P13): viz., the infinite mediate mode of each attribute (which, as I explained in note 34, inherently involves, or is but metaphysically constitutive parts of fully determinate and fully determinate form of, the contents of its associated infinite immediate mode). For an actually existing, absolutely rational human being would be one with this order that itself constitutes one individual.

45. I would like to thank one of the Journal’s anonymous reviewers for pointing out the relevance of IVA1 to this question.

46. Garrett (1996), p. 289. Spinoza does say things that suggest that we retain our personal individuality even when, in being active, our actual essences adequately express our common formal essence as reason. For example: he says it is insofar as they are rational that individual human beings are necessarily of assistance to each other, and necessarily seek for each other the good they enjoy and seek for themselves. True, he says that it is insofar as they are rational that two individual human beings will be able to “join together”, “compose an individual twice as powerful” and thus form “one mind and one body”. But they “compose” an individual twice as powerful in part precisely because they continuously mirror each other’s bliss (VP20), such that each other’s affects of joy are constantly being strengthened in an infinite feedback loop. And this presupposes that some ontological distinction is maintained between them. Thus, according to this second perspective discernible in the Ethics, even if human beings are absolutely the same insofar as their actual essences completely express their common formal essence, they do not thereby fuse ontologically. I find it difficult to reconcile this second perspective with Spinoza’s fundamental belief in the principle of sufficient reason (which entails the principle of the identity of indiscernibles). Cf. Barbone (2002), p. 94, 101 and 106.

47. The imagination is our capacity to think of things through the way they affect our body. When we think about things through the imagination, we know them only insofar as they affect our body. The imagination is thus an inadequate power of cognition grounded in images, which are affections of the body, and “whose ideas present external bodies as present to us […] even if they do not reproduce the figures of things” (IIP17S).


51. See note 25.

52. I wish to thank the Journal’s anonymous reviewers for their thoughtful comments and points of criticism. The paper benefitted from their assistance.


